310th SPACE GROUP Contributions to

National Security Space

310 SG
MISSION
Provide specialized
expertise, continuity and
combat ready personnel,
projecting space power
for US interests worldwide

310 SG
VISION
A fully integrated partner
in executing and enabling
US and allied global missions

Become a fully integrated partner in the
control and exploitation of space, and
provide the decisive edge in space,
by integrating unique reserve
warfighting capabilities
into a seamless team

Colonel Jeffrey J. Ansted
Commander, 310th Space Group
406 Discoverer Street, Suite 15
Schriever AFB CO 80912

Air Force Reserve Command’s support to space operations has come a
long way since our humble beginnings in 1993. With the establishment of the
7th Space Operations Squadron and their support to the regular Air Force in
Global Positioning System (GPS) and Defense Satellite Program (DSP) missions our organization has grown, not only in size, but in credibility and expertise.
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Excellence in mission performance and our constant mission ready status
has prepared our Airmen for immediate action. The 310th Security Forces
Squadron was among the ﬁrst security forces to deploy after September 11,
2001. At the 8th Space Warning Squadron, every single individual, volunteered
to sustain crucial Space Based Infrared System (SBIRS) missile warning operations for Operation IRAQI FREEDOM. Our space aggressors completed a vulnerability assessment of Predator UAVs that led to critical operational changes
in the ﬁeld.
That dedication to service, and recognition by the regular Air Force of
our status as an unrivaled wingman, continues today as we continue to deploy
Airmen to various theaters of operation to: train Iraqi forces, serve as commanders and deputy commanders of expeditionary units and as operators of initial
counterspace platforms. Our mission is unique in that we also ‘deploy’ Airmen
in-place, thereby directly engaging in the Global War on Terror (GWOT) from
our home stations. This includes updating GPS satellite signals to ensure precision guided munitions hit their targets, providing continuous weather data to the
warﬁghters around the world and defending our computer networks from adversary intrusions.
We will continue to work partnered solutions with Air Force Space
Command, Air Combat Command and the Department of Commerce to solve
the United States’ growing space and terrestrial mission needs, while providing
continuity and technical expertise to each.
Thank you for your continued support in the development and expansion
of Reserve forces in space programs.

JEFFREY J. ANSTED
Colonel, USAF
Commander
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Current Reserve Unit Locations

Future Reserve Unit Locations
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310th Space Group
Schriever AFB, CO
Commander: Col Jeff Ansted
Deputy Commander: Col Greg Ratterree
Space Division Director: Col Kyle Charles
Ops Division Director: Col Kevin Cavanagh
Superintendent: CMSgt Darin Miley
The 310 SG, the ﬁrst reserve space group, stood
up in 1997 with just two squadrons. Since then,
the unit has exploded with several new missions
and 9 separate units and growing. The group
staff had no sooner moved into their brand new
$6.9 million facility at Schriever AFB when they
heard that growth would require even more facility construction. The Base Realignment and Closure commission was already going to enlarge the
group into a wing with the addition of new missions and units, but Hurricane Katrina accelerated
that. The natural disaster displaced the 926th Air
Wing, transferring most of their mission support
functions to the 310th. That along with future mission growth including a new Rapid Attack Identiﬁcation and Reporting System (RAIDRS) unit have
the 310 SG staff busy in an effort to prepare for the
rapid growth the unit is experiencing. The unit has
been a critical player in the Global War on Terrorism (GWOT) as well. Since the terrorist attacks
in 2001, over 100 unit members have deployed
overseas in support of expeditionary forces.

ous times due to these contingencies to keep
critical data ﬂowing to the warﬁghter. During
launches of new DMSP spacecraft, 6 SOPS
members also deploy to the NOAA operations
center to serve in key leadership positions
supporting test and checkout operations. As the
Air Force’s only operational low earth orbiting
satellite ﬂying unit, 6 SOPS provides over 20%
of the total annual DMSP satellite support with an
average mission success rate of 99.6%.

Hurricane Katrina visible from DMSP satellite

7th Space Operations Squadron Augments active duty units
in support of AFSPC’s only Multimission Satellite Operations Center.
Quickly operationalizes new space capabilities
and exploits residual operations for maximum
warﬁghter effect. Conducts command and control
on three satellite systems: Global Positioning
6th Space Operations Squad- System (GPS), Midcourse Space Experiment,
ron Operates Defense Meteorologi- and a NASA Research and Development
cal Satellite Program (DMSP) satellites program. Performs launch, on-orbit, emergency
as the backup command and control and disposal operations. In early 2006, 7 SOPS
center with the National Oceanic and Atmospheric deployed skilled personnel to Afghanistan, Qatar,
Administration (NOAA) for Air Force Space Com- and Iraq in support of the GWOT. Additionally,
mand (AFSPC) and US Strategic Command. The the unit provided critical spacecraft engineering
DMSP satellite constellation is designed to meet and Delta II booster launch operations support
unique military requirements for worldwide weather during the launch and early-orbit test phase of two
information supporting global combat operations. GPS modernized satellites. 7 SOPS members
6 SOPS satellite operators perform daily satellite also helped transition Defense Support Program
(DSP) launch operations between active duty
supports, providing critical weather data to joint
units by participating in DSP satellite disposal
military engagements such as Operation Enduring
operations and by conducting launch operations
Freedom and Operation Iraqi Freedom, and also director training for active duty engineers. During
provide life-saving weather imagery to forecasters Guardian Challenge 2006, the unit also sent a
tracking hurricanes and tropical storms in both the skilled satellite operations team to compete in
Atlantic and Paciﬁc Oceans. 6 SOPS’ main mis- AFSPC’s “best of the best” competition. The
sion is to be ready to assume DMSP operations 7 SOPS booster team supported a Defense
for the entire constellation due to planned and un- Advanced Research Projects Agency Delta
planned contingencies at the primary operations II launch of the Microsatellite Technology
center. The unit has been called upon on numer- Experiment. 7 SOPS members also continue
ous occasions
3 to play important eng-

to play important engineering and operations
roles in support of advanced concept technology
demonstrations such as the Tactical Microsatellite
Experiment, Orbital Express, Experimental
Satellite System, Space-Based Surveillance
System and other experimental programs.

9th Space Operations Squadron

Provides the Commander, Joint Functional
Component
Command
Space
command and control (C2) of Department
of Defense (DoD)
space systems operated
globally. Operates the Joint Space Operations
Center (JSpOC) across all four Divisions providing
C2 of space forces. Performs combat operations,
plans, strategy, and intelligence throughout the
JSpOC providing tailored, responsive space effects
in support of national objectives and combatant
commanders. The 9 SOPS has excelled in the
last year by integrating space effects into the daily
operations of USCENTCOM in both Afghanistan
and Iraq. Through its work in the JSpOC, the unit
produced 26% of all Joint Space Tasking Orders
Global Positioning System Satellite
directing 140 plus military units worldwide. Unit
members produce 40% of all JSpOC Combat Plans
8th Space Warning Squadron Division planning documents. Moreover, 9 SOPS
Reserve associate unit to the 460th
produces 30% of all Strategy Division documents
Space Wing, contributing 35% of the
and performs 4% of all JSpOC Senior Space Duty
total combat mission ready force opOfﬁcer shifts, both beyond the unit’s charter. This
erating the Space Based Infared System (SBIRS). has led directly to over 6,624 hours of space-based
The 8 SWS guaranteed 100% missile warning effects enhancing land, maritime, and air component
coverage by performing over 4000 satellite missions in theater.
support missions at a 99.98% satellite command
and control success rate, and generated over
5,000 mission events for combatant commanders
worldwide. 8 SWS members also conducted four
deployments including one to the US Central
Command (USCENTCOM) Area of Responsibility
(AOR). 8 SWS is currently expanding operations
with 29 additional reserve personnel in conjunction
with 460 SW personnel to provide the newest stateof-the-art space-based missile warning capability.
Command and Control of space effects
supporting global operations at the JSpOC
SBIRS High
satellite
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14th Test Squadron

SBIRS Mission Control Station
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Enhances AFSPC’s warﬁghting capabilities through Testing and Evaluation of
Space Forces. The 14 TS evaluated
multiple aerospace systems utilized by US and Allied
warﬁghters. The 14 TS provided test continuity and
technical expertise used to mentor inexperienced
active duty Test Managers throughout the test
planning, execution and reporting phases, resulting
in perfectly planned and executed tests. The 14
TS Force Enhancement Flight played a leading
roll in
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roll in three rapid reaction tests (CY 06) to validate
newly designed systems from the Air Force Space
Battlelab and Air Force Tactical Exploitation of
National Capabilities. In addition, the 14 TS
Warning and Surveillance Flight, based in Cheyenne
Mountain, provides test management for the
Integrated Tactical Warning and Attack Assessment
(ITW/AA) Master Test Plan yielding a 40% reduction
in plan coordination and the ﬁrst ever operational
capabilities based testing for AFSPC.
The 19 SOPS executes Global Positioning System (GPS)
tactics for theater support that continues to be extremely
vital to the success of OEF and OIF

26th Space Aggressor Squadron
Mission is to prepare Combat Air
Force (CAF), Joint, and Allied forces for
combat by providing challenging, realistic space
threat replication, training and feedback. The 26
SAS emulated enemy capability to deny the use
of GPS for Joint and Combined personnel during
three RED FLAG exercises as well as Weapon
School Mission Employment and Weapons Phase
events. The squadron develops threat scenarios
for exercises such as AUSTERE CHALLENGE,
BLUE FLAG, and TERMINAL FURY. Unit personnel
were requested to support the Joint Navigation
Warfare Center in the GPS Combat Effectiveness
test during GYPSY-E. The 26 SAS continues to
successfully support the Defensive Counterspace
mission area through training the CAF in SATCOM
denial mitigations as well as being tasked as
the primary USAFR organization supporting the
standup of the RAIDRS. Throughout a typical
year, over 20,000 Joint and Combined personnel
are trained in the various mission areas of the 26
SAS.

Ghidora Operational Assessment Balloon Launch

19th Space Operations Squadron Augments the 2d Space Operations Squadron to provide C2 of the
$2.4B, 30-satellite GPS, the world’s largest military satellite constellation, from launch and
early orbit operations through end of life disposal.
The 19 SOPS supports all critical components of
the GPS mission. Day-to-day, our crews augment
the mission and execute navigation tactics for
simultaneous multiple theater support, vital to the
GWOT. We have personnel assigned to the GPS
User Operations Element, the direct link between
the warﬁghter and the space operator tasked
with monitoring and enhancing the navigation
signal. Crew members with years of experience
support GPS Analysis, providing deep knowledge
and continuity for constellation maintenance. 19
SOPS is also essential to the test, development,
training and transition of new $875M C2 systems,
providing over 85% of the operational Subject
Matter Experts. This transition marks the largest
modernization effort in AFSPC history. These
mission components, and the new systems
19 SOPS is charged with bringing on line, are
essential pathways to launching and operating
future satellites with enhanced capabilities for US,
allied and civilian users worldwide.

26 SAS personnel execute a SATCOM jamming
mission in support of USSTRATCOM
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310th Security Forces Squadron
This 63 member Security Force
squadron provides the Commander,
AFSPC, and the Commander, 14th Air
Force, with deployable Air Reserve Component
Security Forces personnel for the protection of
space systems terrestrial elements world-wide.
This two-time winner of 310 SG Unit of the Year
was the ﬁrst AFSPC security forces unit to deploy
multiple teams to Iraq and Afghanistan in 2001
following the terrorist attacks on the World Trade
Center and the Pentagon. During FY 06, the
310 SFS had a ﬁve-member team deployed to
Kandahar AB, Afghanistan to provide ﬂightline
security for DoD resources. The team’s only ofﬁcer
was the senior SF member on the installation,
providing leadership and oversight for all USAF
security operations. Another member deployed to
Baghdad, Iraq as the Operations Superintendent
for joint Law and Order operations in the Green
Zone. In addition, 13 members deployed to Camp
Speicher, Iraq, to perform joint Law and Order
Operations with US Army personnel. Two unit
members deployed with the 460 SFS to Camp
Bucca, Iraq, to perform joint Detainee Operations,
and one deployed to Ecuador in support of Counter
Drug operations in the US Southern Command
(USSOUTHCOM) AOR. In addition to deployed
personnel, the 310 SFS had an average of 21 unit
members activated during the year to support
in physical security, law enforcement and force
protection operations at seven AFSPC bases and
Headquarters, AFSPC in the Continental US.

Deployed 310th Security Forces members taking part in controlled detonation of contraband ammunition
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310th Communications Flight
Provides robust surge capability for
the active duty Integrated Network
Operations and Security Center
during wartime or periods of increased operations
tempo during peacetime. The 310 CF expertly
defended the critical space network infrastructure
against cyber-attacks. They provided the team
lead for Exercise BLACK DEMON 2005, an Air
Force-wide network defense exercise responsible
for posturing critical infrastructure against cyber
attacks. The unit’s ﬂawless performance, as
a premier information services provider, led to
their selection to host the Worldwide Network
Operations and Security Center/Network Control
Center Conference, and to lead the Global C2
System initiative on the Classiﬁed Enterprise
Network. The 310 CF has provided members for
command staff billets, including ﬂight commander
and commander positions, during active duty
personnel shortage. In addition to state-side
active duty augmentation, 310 CF members have
deployed to Southeast Asia and Europe, assuming
vital roles in support of the GWOT.

Headquarters Reserve National
Security Space Institute Develops
certiﬁed Space Professionals and leaders
by providing in-depth instruction of space systems,
capabilities, requirements, acquisition, strategies
and policies. Since the Institute’s activation in
Jan 2006, instructors have provided Air Force
personnel with critical senior and master level
career development courses. The Institute has
also trained deploying Joint military personnel on
space systems employment, as well as national
agency personnel on space applications supporting
US National Security. The HQ RNSSI has led the
migration of existing courses to a Distance Learning
format. This will increase student throughput while
dramatically reducing the government’s cost of
conducting training by 50%. Distance Learning will
also enable Total Force reservists and guardsmen
to attend using their annual tours.
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Advanced NAVOPS education course at the NSSI

NSSI students employ space training skills
in the Space Power Lab

Thanks to the SIDC Visualization Lab and
Space Innovation & Development Center
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LOCAL and NATIONAL SUPPORT to the 310th SPACE GROUP
30th Space Wing
Adams County School District 1
Air Wisconsin Airlines Corporation
Analytical Systems Inc. (ASI)
ARINC
Arrowhead Inc.
ATK Mission Systems Group
Boeing
Booz Allen Hamilton, Inc.
Braxton Technologies Inc.
Burke & Associates, Inc.
Camber Corporation
CAS, Inc.
Ciber, Inc.
Columbia Health Resource/
Spectrum Health Care Resources
COMAIR Airlines
Computer Sciences Corporation
Custom Real Estate Group
Delta Solutions and Strategies
Department of Defense
Department of Homeland Security
DigitalGlobe
EMC
FCS Urban Ministries
Femme Comp Inc. (FCI)
General Dynamics
Harris Corporation
Hewlett-Packard
Inﬁnity Systems Engineering

Integral Systems Inc. (ISI)
L3 Communications (Security &
Detections Systems Div.)
L3 Communications Systems-West
LinQuest
Lockheed Martin
Lockheed Martin Information Technology
(LMIT)
Lockheed Martin Technical Operations
(LMTO)
NASA
NORAD/USNORTHCOM J63DA
Northrop Grumman
Northrop Grumman TASC
NRO
Odyssey Systems Consulting Group
Oracle
Orbital Sciences Corporation
Overlook
PDS Contracting
Raytheon
RS Information Systems (RSIS)
Scitor
SI International
Sullivan & Associates Financial
The Aerospace Corporation
U.S. Department of Labor
United Airlines
Wells Fargo Bank
Young Life

The 310th SPACE GROUP members bring great experience and knowledge to both the
United States Air Force and the technology sector of the United States as a whole.
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For Questions and Comments
Please Contact:
Col Jeff Ansted
310 SG/CC
DSN 560-4413
Col Kyle Charles
310 SG/SD
DSN 560-3878
Maj Marc Montgomery
310 SG/CCE
DSN 560-4408

